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Abstract 

Monetary policies in the US are implemented by the Federal Reserve and have long term 

effects on the economy. Controlling the interest rate and money supply are two useful tools at 

hand but their movements in time are intertwined and difficult to capture. What is the effect 

on GDP when the quantity of money changes? Theory says that interest rate should fall when 

money supply increases but what happens in the long run? This thesis sets out to find both 

long and short term relationships of money supply, interest rate and GDP in the US from 

1959-2001. An augmented Dickey Fuller test was applied to check for stationarity and 

Granger causality test for short term effects. Johansen cointegration test was conducted to see 

the number of long term relationships amongst the variables. The order of cointegration was 

found to be 1 which was confirmed by the Engle- Granger 2 step approach who found a long 

term relationship between GDP and money supply. The granger causality test found 

statistically significant causality running from money supply to GDP and from interest rate to 

money supply and to GDP in the short term. 
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Introduction and backgrounds 

 

The data set 

The data consists of US GDP, money supply and 3 month treasury bills from the time period 

of 1959 to 2001, giving a total of 169 observations collected quarterly from the Federal 

reserve bank of St Louis.  

The three variables used in the time series are for simplicity denoted y1, y2, y3. 

y1 = ln (Real GDP), where ln is the natural logarithm. 

y2 = Money supply/price.  

y3 = 3 month rate of US treasury bills. 

The y1 variable is an indicator of the US output. Money supply is defined as the total amount 

of money (bills and coins) in the economy at a given time including traveling checks and 

savings accounts. The y2 is the money supply independent of price changes. y3 is an indicator 

of the interest rate. (Hubbard & O’Brien, 2013) 

What do we know about these macro variables and how do we expect them to behave? In a 

recession the government would want to give the economy a push. Other times they may want 

to slow it down to keep it from overheating. Money supply and interest rate are tools often 

used for steering the economy in a given direction. Once monetary policy is determined, the 

Federal Reserve carries out the changes in money supply and interest rate. (Hubbard & 

O’Brien, 2013). When money supply increases the demand for money often falls. Low 

interest rate is believed to cause economic growth (GDP) through an increasing in 

investments. But the way causality runs between GDP, money supply and interest rate is 

inconclusive and is one of the aims for this thesis. Nor is it a given fact how they interact in 

the long run. These are the questions I will try to answer in the following pages (Fregert & 

Jonung, 2011).    
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Previous studies 

Movements and interactions of economic variables have long been of interest for 

governments as well as the scientific world. Academics have for centuries tried to find stable 

functions of important variables such as the GDP, interest rate and money supply. The 

evidence points at different directions for data from most nations and time series. In present 

day no universal time invariant relationship has ever been found. In 2011 Ahmed & Suliman 

attempted to find the relationship between money supply, GDP and price level in the 

Sudanese economy. They found no evidence of causality between money supply and GDP for 

the time period of 1960-2005. Fassil (2013) found a long term relationship between money 

supply and interest rate in the Australian economy from 1976-2008. Furthermore Hsing, Zee, 

Budden & Cope set out to model the Brazilian money market in 2012 and discovered not only 

that money supply effects the GDP but that the US interest rate has a negative effect on the 

Brazilian inflation rate. 

 

Stationarity 

To be able to draw general conclusions of the behavior of a time series stationarity conditions 

must be fulfilled. The behavior of nonstationary time series can only be determined for each 

respective time period. A nonstationary time series can often be made stationary by taking the 

first difference of the original series. 

   dy= yt - yt-1, where dy is the first difference of y. 

 Stationarity is an important property in time series and facilitates analysis (Gujarati & Porter, 

2009).    

For a time series to be stationary (weak) the following must hold (Cryer & Chan 2008). 

   Mean:             

   Variance:                 
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For stationarity the mean, variance and covariance must be constant and independent of time. 

This simply means that they will be the same for all time periods.   

 

Methodology  

Information criteria 

Selecting the correct number of lags is essential in time series regression. There are many 

information criteria’s made for that purpose, a few of which will be presented below. 

 

Akaike (AIC)  

             
      

 
       

 

 
 

Bayes information criterion (BIC) 

           
      

 
       

      

 
 

 

SSR=∑ μi^2, the sum of squared residuals from running a regression including all variables
1
. 

p is the number of regression coefficients/ lags that minimizes the AIC/BIC criterion.  

T= the number of observations. 

We want to set the number of lags (p) in order to attain the lowest possible value of the 

AIC/BIC criteria. The number of p that minimizes the information criteria is the 

recommended lag length. The first term in both formulas is simply the natural logarithm of 

the sum of squared residuals divided by the number of observations. In the second term, the 

number of coefficients plus the intercept (p+1) is multiplied by  
 

 
 or 

      

 
 depending on which 

criteria is used. Since the numbers of observations (T) are a least one, the nominator in 
      

 
 

                                                           
1
 Regression model is       

 
     

 
     

 
  where x, y, z are GDP, money supply and interest rate. 

Stata does not print out the regression results but the recommended lag lengths p.    
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for BIC will be larger than 
 

 
. Hence, adding an additional lag to BIC is most often more 

heavily penalized than for Akaike (Stock & Watson, 2012).   

 

Augmented Dickey-Fuller-Test (ADF) 

 

The Dickey-Fuller test was developed to check if stationarity conditions (see page 5) hold for 

a time series. The augmented Dickey- Fuller test (ADF) is an addition to the original test 

where we control for possible autocorrelation in the error term (Gujarati & Porter, 2009).   

H0: δ =0 H1: δ <0, where δ = Ɵ-1 

Depending on the data, the ADF suggests three ways to test. Here for simplicity demonstrated 

with one lagged value of y.  

∆yt = δ yt-1+ μt [1] 

Which is a random walk if Ɵ=1. 

∆yt = α0 + δ yt-1+ μt [2] 

Adds an intercept α0 to the model 

∆yt = α0+α1t+ δ yt-1+ μt [3] 

 Adds both intercept (α0) and time variable (t) as regressors. 

Here ∆yt=yt-yt-1 and μ is an error term.  

There are manly two problems concerning the ADF test. One is determining the correct 

number of lagged values to incorporate in the test. This problem is usually solved with the 

help of information criterions. AIC/ BIC are both constructed for this purpose and acceptable 

to use. Studies have shown that it’s often preferred to use too many lags over too few when 

performing the ADF test. Akaike will most often choose more lags than BIC. I will therefore 

let the Akaike criterion select the number of lags to be used in the ADF-test (Stock & Watson, 

2012). 
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The second problem concerns the decision of which of the above three testing procedures to 

apply.   

 

Consider the following AR(1) model 

yt= α0+α1t +Ɵyt-1+ μt 

Subtracting Yt-1 yields 

∆yt = α0+α1t+ yt-1(Ɵ-1) + μt 

If we set δ= Ɵ-1, we get 

∆yt = α0+α1t+ δ yt-1+ μt 

The ADF statistic tests the hypothesis  

H0: δ=0, H1= δ<0 

Under H0, 

 ∆yt = α0+α1t+μt 

which is a random walk with drift around a deterministic trend, in which case yt  is not 

stationary.  

Under H1 

   ∆yt = α0+α1t+ δ yt-1+μt 

Here yt is stationary around a deterministic trend under the assumption that μt is white noise. 

In the general case a model of order p with time and drift can be written as  

∆yt = α0+α1t+ δ yt-1+  
 
   i ∆yt-i+1+ μt 
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Granger causality test 

 

If the present and past values of one variable (X) can help to predict the future value of 

another (Y), then we say that X granger cause Y. The way to test whether granger causality is 

present in time series is to apply a Chi squared- test on all the coefficients of the lagged values 

of the independent variable in the regression model.  

 H0:  1=  2=  3=…  p=0 [4] 

H1: At least one of the p coefficients is not 0 [5] 

If [4] holds, then variable X does not granger cause Y. If [5] holds X do granger cause Y. 

The relevance in this test is that if it is known that granger causality exists, then we can 

increase the predictive power in our regression model by simply adding the variable and the 

lagged values to the model and thereby reduce the mean square error (MSE) (Enders, 2004).   

Note that it is essential to test all possible ways of causality. X can cause Y just as well as Y 

can cause X. Causality can run both ways simultaneously or not at all.  

H0: No Granger causality from one lagged variable to the other.  

H1: There is Granger causality 
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Cointegration (Johansen test) 

 

Suppose having two nonstationary time series, both which are stationary after taking the first 

difference. Hence, we say that they are integrated of order one, I(1). It is possible that these 

time series, even though they are individually not stationary, that their linear combination is 

stationary, I(0). In that case the time series share a common trend which can be cancelled out 

by some simple mathematical arrangements and analyzed. This means that the two time 

series, even though they seem independent of each other, they have in fact a long term 

relationship between them. In other words, they are cointegrated (Enders, 2004). 

 

The Johansens test for cointegration sets up the hypothesizes  

H0: Cointegration of rank i, i=[0,1,2] 

H1: No cointegration of rank i. 

More directly, the first hypothesis tests if there is no cointegration at all (i.e cointegration of 

rank 0). If it is rejected, we move on to test cointegration of rank 1. If H0 is not rejected we 

stop. If rejected we continue to test rank 2.  
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Engel-Granger cointegration 

 

The advantage of the Johansen test is that it searches for long a term relationship between 

multiple variables. Its limitation is that it fails to detect from which variable cointegration 

arises. The Engel- Granger 2 step- approach to cointegration offers a solution.   

Step 1: The way to go about is to run an OLS-regression 

    +  x+ e  

Remember that both y and x are I(1). That is that they are nonstationary processes but 

stationary after taking the first difference.  

Here the residuals (e) are 

e        x  

Step 2: Now run the ADF- test once more to check if the residuals are stationary, I(0). This 

means that if x and y are both I(1) and e is found to be I(0), then we say that x and y are 

cointegrated since their common trend is cancelled out (Gujarati & Porter, 2009). Because we 

are interested in y1, y2 and y3 it gives a total of 6 equations for possible cointegration. As 

before the hypothesis to be tested is 

H0: δ =0 H1: δ <0, where δ = Ɵ-1. 

       + Ɵy2+ e1             + Ɵy3+ e2  

       + Ɵy1+ e3             + Ɵy3+ e4  

      + Ɵy1+ e5             + Ɵy2+ e6  
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Results 

Stationarity 

 

None of the variables seem stationary. y1 and y2 may have a deterministic trend while y3 

fluctuates more randomly (stochastic trend). 

 

Figure 1.
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A closer view of y1 and y2 reveals a clear trend. Neither is stationary but may be stationary of 

order 1, I(1). 

 

 

Figure 2.
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In a nonstationary time series the first autocorrelation will be near 1 and will slowly reach the 

critical region (grey area). These autocorrelation plots confirm the presumption of 

nonstationarity on all except y3 (top left). Here the autocorrelation diminishes more rapidly 

and is within the critical region on the 10th lag. Further testing is necessary.  

 

ADF 

 

Table 1 ADF test on y1, y2, y3 

Lags Variable Test statistics 5 % critical value 

3 y1  -3,005 -3,441 

9 y2 -2,729 -3,442 

8 y3 -2,373 -2,886 
 

 

Since the ADF test is one sided, all the values are negative. A regression was first run with y1, 

y2, y3 from which I let the information criteria select the number of lags to be included in the 

ADF test (see appendix, tables 9-11 for lag selection). The number of recommended lags by 

Akaike was found to be 3, 9 and 8. Since the line plot revealed (figure 2) a clear trend factor 

for y1 and y2 the ADF test was run allowing for a trend. In the case of y3 the line plot (figure 

1) showed no trend factor and the ADF test was therefore run without a trend component (see 

tables ).  The test statistic for y1 was -3,005, larger than the critical value. For y2 and y3 the 

test statistic was -2,729 and -2,373. The tests show no evidence of stationarity. 
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First difference of y1, y2 and y3 

 

 

After transforming y1, y2, y3 into dy1, dy2 and dy3 by taking the first difference. 

Here are the linear plots of dy1, dy2 and dy3. Stationarity conditions may now be fulfilled but 

need to be tested. Next step is to run the ADF test on the differentiated variables.  

 

 

Table 2. ADF on the first difference of y1, y2, y3 

Lags Variable 

Test 

statistics 

5 % Critical 

value 

1 % Critical 

value 

2 dy1 -5,918 -2,886 -3,488 

8 dy2 -4,054 -2,886 -3,49 

7 dy3 -4,845 -2,886 -3,49 
 

Here the test is run without trend and one dropped lag. The test statistic for dy1 yields -5.918 

which is less than the 1 percent critical value -3.488. For dy2 the test statistic is -4.054, less 
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than -3.49. -4.845 is also less than -3.49 making dy3 stationary. Taking the first difference 

makes all three variable stationary on a 1 percent significance level.  

 

Granger test for causality 

First we select the appropriate number of lags. Each * in table 12 (see appendix) is the 

recommended lag length from the information criteria’s. From that I choose 11, 5, 2 or 1 lags 

to be tested.  

H0: No Granger causality from one lagged variable to the other.  

H1: There is Granger causality 

 

 

By running 11 lags we see that dy1 does not cause dy2. This means that the GDP and its 

lagged values cannot be used to predict money supply in the short term. The p-value here is 

0.669. All other combinations can potentially be used for modeling and predictions.  
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Testing with 5 lags. As in previous test, dy1 do not cause dy2 (p-value = 0.33). Also, here dy2 

do not cause dy3 (p-value = 0.59). The interpretation is that with the lag length of 5, money 

supply cannot predict the interest rate in short term. 

 

 

Same results for 2 lags as for 5.  
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In addition to above results we see that neither y1 nor y2 can help predict y3 when testing 

with only 1 lag. 

Due to the many ways causality can run between three variables a summary is simplified by 

starting from where no evidence of causality is shown.  

The results showed no significance for dy1 on dy2 on any chosen lag length. Meaning, there 

is no evidence of any affect running from the lagged values of GDP to money supply in the 

short run. Nor is significance for causality shown for dy2 on dy3 when tested with 5, 2 and 1 

lags. Hence, money supply cannot predict interest rate. The variables dy3 and dy1 (interest 

rate and GDP) show no evidence of having any relationship when testing with one lagged 

effect.       

Furthermore, the results of the tests showed strong evidence of both interest rate and money 

supply granger causing GDP. The results are significant for all tests. The interpretation is that 

interest rate and money supply can both, separately as well as together, help to explain the 

value of GDP. The tests also show unanimously that interest rate granger cause money supply 

and that GDP and money supply together (but not separately) granger cause interest rate.  
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dy2 → dy1, short run effect of money supply on GDP 

dy3 → dy1, short run effect of interest rate on GDP 

(dy2, dy3)→ dy1, short run effect of money supply and interest rate on GDP. 

dy3 → dy2, short run effect of interest rate on money supply.  

(dy1, dy2) → dy3, short run effect of GDP and money supply on interest rate. 

 

Johansen test for cointegration 

 

 

H0: Cointegration of order i, i = (0, 1, 2, 3). 

H1: No cointegration of order i. 

The trace statistic is 38.2937 and larger than 34.55, the 5 percent critical value. The null 

hypothesis, cointegration of order 0 is rejected. Now we move on to test the second 

hypothesis, cointegration of order 1.The trace statistic is 15.1751, less than the critical value. 

Therefore we cannot reject the null, cointegration of order 1. 
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   Engle-Granger cointegration 

 

 

See Appendix for OLS regressions (tables 13-18).  

  

Table 8 ADF of e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6 

Lags Variable Test statistics 

5 % Critical 

value Stationary 

4 e1 -2,744 -2,886 NO 

4 e2 -0,175 -2,886 NO 

4 e3 -3 -2,886 YES 

4 e4 -0,943 -2,886 NO 

4 e5 -2,146 -2,886 NO 

4 e6 -2,203 -2,886 NO 
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The OLS regression with 4 lags (since quarterly data) resulted in one stationary process. The 

error term e3 is stationary which corresponds to the regression model y2 on y1 being 

cointegrated.  

          + Ɵ y1+ e3 

where y1 is real GDP and y2 is the money supply. The Engle Granger test for cointegration 

gave evidence of a long term effect of real GDP on money supply.  

 

Analysis and conclusion 

I set out to unfold the relationship between the US GDP, money supply and interest rate for 

the given time period.  Macro economic variables are often believed to affect one another. 

Finding their short/long run relations is significant to understanding the underlying economic 

movements for which modern society is dependent on.  

As often in time series the variables are I(1) , meaning they needed to be integrated to be 

stationary. The ADF- test confirmed stationarity of the differentiated variables which is 

essential to all time series analysis. A Granger causality test was applied to check from where 

causality runs between the variables in the short run. The test was applied for various lag 

length (11, 5, 2, 1) selected by information criteria´s such as Akaike and BIC.  

The Johansen test for cointegration gave support of one cointegrating relationship. To find 

this long term relationship the Engle- Granger 2-step procedure was conducted resulting in 

one of the six series of residuals where found to be stationary and hence, cointegrated.  

We expect that a change in money supply decreases the interest rate which in turn causes 

investments and GDP to grow. By running the Granger causality test (short term causality), I 

first checked causality from money supply to interest rate. The only result supporting the 

theory was when running with 11 lagged effects. Causality from interest rate to GDP was 

confirmed on all lag lengths. GDP in turn was found to cause interest rate. Here we found 

causality running both ways. Interest rate also affected the money supply which in turn caused 

the GDP. The only significant long term relationship was GDP on money supply. No test 

gave support to GDP causing money supply on a short term, yet it does in the long run. It 

seems as if the money supply takes a long time to react on GDP change.      

The expectations about the movements of the variables where not completely met by the 

results given from the tests. One needs to keep in mind that this experiment does not take 
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account for changes in other economic variables that in turn also are believed to affect GDP, 

money supply and interest rate. A change in some other economic variable may cancel out the 

visible effect in y1, y2 or y3. A continuation of this study would be to add other important 

variables such as unemployment and inflation rate which would increase the accuracy of 

estimating relations between variables. In summation, the figures below are showing the 

results of this study.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Short term causality, 11 lags. 

 

Short term causality, 2, 5 lags. 

 

Short term causality, 1 lag. 

 

Long term causality 
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    12    535.524  .14702    1  0.701  .000075  -6.65636  -6.55358  -6.40329   

    11    535.451  .07698    1  0.781  .000074  -6.66816  -6.57329  -6.43456   

    10    535.412  1.1068    1  0.293  .000074  -6.68041  -6.59344  -6.46628   

     9    534.859  .69944    1  0.403  .000073   -6.6861  -6.60704  -6.49143   

     8    534.509   .6557    1  0.418  .000072  -6.69438  -6.62323  -6.51918   

     7    534.181  .00076    1  0.978  .000072  -6.70294   -6.6397  -6.54721   

     6    534.181  3.8732*   1  0.049  .000071  -6.71568  -6.66034  -6.57941   

     5    532.244   .1967    1  0.657  .000072  -6.70375  -6.65631  -6.58695   

     4    532.146   .0577    1  0.810  .000071  -6.71523   -6.6757   -6.6179   

     3    532.117  3.6917    1  0.055   .00007*  -6.7276* -6.69598* -6.64974   

     2    530.271  14.033    1  0.000  .000071  -6.71683  -6.69311  -6.65843*  

     1    523.255  1165.5    1  0.000  .000077  -6.64019  -6.62437  -6.60125   

     0    -59.481                      .126512   .770458   .778364   .789925   

                                                                               

   lag      LL      LR      df    p      FPE       AIC      HQIC      SBIC     

                                                                               

   Sample:  1962q1 - 2001q1                     Number of obs      =       157

   Selection-order criteria

. varsoc y1, maxlag(12)

                                                                               

    12    567.409   .1604    1  0.689   .00005  -7.06253  -6.95976  -6.80947   

    11    567.329  .26994    1  0.603   .00005  -7.07425  -6.97938  -6.84065   

    10    567.194  .00544    1  0.941  .000049  -7.08527   -6.9983  -6.87114   

     9    567.191  7.9327*   1  0.005  .000048* -7.09797* -7.01891  -6.90331   

     8    563.225  .02199    1  0.882   .00005  -7.06019  -6.98903  -6.88499   

     7    563.214  4.6294    1  0.031   .00005  -7.07279  -7.00954  -6.91705   

     6    560.899  1.6146    1  0.204   .00005  -7.05604   -7.0007  -6.91977   

     5    560.092  1.0375    1  0.308   .00005  -7.05849  -7.01106  -6.94169   

     4    559.573  2.6352    1  0.105   .00005  -7.06462  -7.02509  -6.96729   

     3    558.255   .0876    1  0.767   .00005  -7.06058  -7.02895  -6.98271   

     2    558.211  94.368    1  0.000   .00005  -7.07276  -7.04904* -7.01436*  

     1    511.027  1076.6    1  0.000  .000089  -6.48443  -6.46861  -6.44549   

     0   -27.2825                      .083945   .360287   .368193   .379754   

                                                                               

   lag      LL      LR      df    p      FPE       AIC      HQIC      SBIC     

                                                                               

   Sample:  1962q1 - 2001q1                     Number of obs      =       157

   Selection-order criteria

. varsoc y2, maxlag(12)

Table 9 

Table 10 
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    12   -161.511  3.5875    1  0.058  .540953   2.22307   2.32585   2.47614   

    11   -163.305  .29135    1  0.589  .546406   2.23318   2.32806   2.46678   

    10   -163.451  .04741    1  0.828  .540454    2.2223   2.30927   2.43643   

     9   -163.474  1.3223    1  0.250  .533744   2.20986   2.28893   2.40453   

     8   -164.136  5.3246*   1  0.021   .53142*  2.20555*   2.2767*  2.38075   

     7   -166.798  2.8852    1  0.089  .542773   2.22672   2.28997   2.38246   

     6    -168.24  12.947    1  0.000  .545826   2.23236    2.2877   2.36863*  

     5   -174.714  1.1121    1  0.292  .585228   2.30209   2.34952   2.41889   

     4    -175.27  13.122    1  0.000  .581919   2.29643   2.33596   2.39376   

     3   -181.831  10.269    1  0.001  .624633   2.36727    2.3989   2.44514   

     2   -186.966   6.811    1  0.009   .65841   2.41994   2.44366   2.47834   

     1   -190.371  355.95    1  0.000  .678896   2.45059    2.4664   2.48952   

     0   -368.348                      6.47009   4.70507   4.71297   4.72453   

                                                                               

   lag      LL      LR      df    p      FPE       AIC      HQIC      SBIC     

                                                                               

   Sample:  1962q1 - 2001q1                     Number of obs      =       157

   Selection-order criteria

. varsoc y3, maxlag(12)

                                                                               

    12    1045.94  10.882    9  0.284  1.3e-09  -11.9864   -11.105  -9.81631   

    11     1040.5  22.247*   9  0.008  1.2e-09   -12.032* -11.2221  -10.0379   

    10    1029.37  16.558    9  0.056  1.2e-09  -12.0048  -11.2663  -10.1866   

     9     1021.1  22.848    9  0.007  1.2e-09   -12.014   -11.347  -10.3718   

     8    1009.67  27.809    9  0.001  1.3e-09   -11.983  -11.3874  -10.5167   

     7    995.767  11.812    9  0.224  1.3e-09  -11.9201   -11.396  -10.6298   

     6    989.861  7.8249    9  0.552  1.3e-09  -11.9598  -11.5071  -10.8454   

     5    985.948  36.024    9  0.000  1.2e-09*  -12.025  -11.6438  -11.0866   

     4    967.936  18.081    9  0.034  1.4e-09  -11.9094  -11.5998   -11.147   

     3    958.896  15.249    9  0.084  1.4e-09  -11.9089  -11.6707  -11.3224   

     2    951.271  34.908    9  0.000  1.3e-09  -11.9266  -11.7598*  -11.516   

     1    933.817  157.22    9  0.000  1.5e-09  -11.8182  -11.7229  -11.5836*  

     0    855.208                      3.6e-09  -10.9257  -10.9019  -10.8671   

                                                                               

   lag      LL      LR      df    p      FPE       AIC      HQIC      SBIC     

                                                                               

   Sample:  1962q2 - 2001q1                     Number of obs      =       156

   Selection-order criteria

. varsoc dy1 dy2 dy3, maxlag(12)

Table 11 
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